Let’s Explore the Historic Area!

A social story for visiting the North Lane
Note for adult:

• If you **are not** visiting the Mansion first, proceed left to explore the outbuildings covered in the visual checklist.

• If you **are** visiting the Mansion first, please proceed right and begin with the Mansion tour slides.
When we enter the historic area, we can turn left on the path to explore the North Lane in the historic area.
When we are outside, I will see the Upper Garden.

I will try not to pick the plants in the garden.
We will see some of the slave quarters in the historic area.

I can use my visual checklist to look for objects inside the rooms.
At the blacksmith shop staff will teach me about how metal tools were made.

I will smell burning coal and hear banging metal.
We can see some of the outbuildings.

I can use my visual checklist to look for objects inside the buildings.